
 

Combinatorics science of counting things

Sum Rule if we have two groups
and the two groups don't

share any in both 1 t 2nd

Ex 3 choices of sports 2 choices of videogame
3 2 50choices of entertainment

d Éi k choices to make and there
are n options for the ith choice then the

total of choi s is no nz nie

Ex Bshirts 4shots How many
possible outfits 3.4 112.0

Ex of different S digitnumbers
including ones thot start w Os

To To To To To



10 10 10 10 10 1050

Ex of different 5 digit numbers

that have no repeat digits

We have 10 choices to start but

since we can't repeat digits we have

one less for each successive choice

10 9.8 760 or since

n n Ca 1 2 I
10 9.8 76 10 9

81571



Bisection Rule

a

Joe
spondence or translation

O
ii

F size of A size of B

S S one toone correspondence bijection

Ex of possible subsets of a set of n
items
Fullset 1,33 n

Ex of subsets empty
and fullset out as

subsets

1,57 n 4 1,33 in

One to on between subsets and list of Os
and Is of length n Include O in list for
excluded elements and I in list to included

elements in subset



Example 1 3 n

1 33,4 in

I
1,0 1,0 1

Countnumber of lists of Os and 1s
of size n

20 2 02 2 a 2

2 choices for each position n

positions Product rule gives



Division If
create a knot

correspondence from A to B

size of B

sizeq.AZ
I

4 2

Ex Formula for neko k of way

you can choose k items from

a set of n
items when order

doesn't matter

Step 1 Count of ways you can choose

on ordered list of k items from n total

42,1 3



I I e I a

1st 2nd 3rd 4th Kh

na t

Step 2 Creole correspondence
between set

of ordered lists andset of unordered g ops of

kitons
Unordered



For every item in unordered list we can

reorder it in k ways So k to 1

correspondence By division rule

unordered

q ftp
net

If we have a holes for pigeons and a

pigeons and a n at least 2 pigeons share

a hole

h



Ex At most 120,000
hairs on human

6.873 mind lion in MA

Prove that at least 2 people in

MA have the same number of hairs on
head

Ef Use pigeonhole principle

Pigeons people in Massachusetts 6.837

Pigeonholes different numbers of

horns that can be on a person's

head Ranges from O to 120k so

120k different possible numbers

Bx pigeonhole principle 2 people shore

some of hairs on head XD



CombinatoricProof

Say you have a collection of objects

1 Count set with method 1 says there

are x items

2 Count setwith method 2 says there are

y items

Then x y since some set can't have two

different counts

Ex Show that 2n
5 0

Proof Use combinatorial proof

Count the number of different

subsets of a set of in items



Method We previously counted this
and we got 20

different subsets that

have I items I
Sets will be disjoint since one subset

con't have two different sets of items
Sum across all possible k toget cant

8 9 2 t 2

FÉ

Therefore Ed 2 XD


